POST-HEIMAT NETWORK MEETING
25 - 27 OCTOBER 2019
MÜNCHNER KAMMERSPIELE
Encounter #3
REPORT

Encounter #3 was organized as a first milestone within the process of structuring the
Post-Heimat Network since its official kick-off in Mülheim in March 2019.
In continuation with the previous encounters, it was designed as an intensive gathering
for its members, performing arts professionals, to continue discussing, exchanging and
thinking collectively on meanings of intersectional diversity, inclusion, trans-culturalism
and post-colonialism and racism in the theatre and in relation to the ongoing shifting
context in Germany. It wanted to carve a space for concrete ways in reshaping those
understandings to be generated and eventually inscribed in a more sustainable way in
the German cultural policies agendas.
The Encounter #3 in Munich set four main short and mid-term objectives:
- To provide a time-space for gathering, sharing and be in dialogue with performing arts
professionals focusing on those issues;
- To enlarge the network by inviting new participants and guests;
- To share collectively what the network sub-working groups have been working on,
since the last encounter.
- To pursue and develop further ideas and thoughts related to those themes by
suggesting tools that would answer the needs for more visibility and effectiveness.
Those goals were touched upon through a program that revolved around different
formats including performances programmed in the frame of the international Spielart
Festival, collective working sessions, presentations and a discussion panel On
Representation in Theatre and Cinema with invited guests.
Encounter #3 gathered 33 professionals (artists from the performing arts scene,
dramaturges, researchers, producers, cultural managers, cultural activists) from the
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German speaking world, half of which joined for the first time. They came from
Mülheim, Göttingen, Berlin, Zurich, Vienna and Hamburg.
For the list of participants, please contact the Post-Heimat network coordinator.
Proceedings

1. Performances - Spielart Festival

In relation to the topics and burning issues this encounter wanted to raise, Encounter
#3 was held in concordance with the opening of Spielart Festival in Munich. What
distinguishes this two week’s event within the cultural landscape of the city, is its
curatorial program focusing on presenting productions from South Africa,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Namibia, Kenya, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
Cameroon as well as from the Middle East, Lebanon, Palestine, Egypt. It brings a
reflection on the limits of the neoliberal western structures that are increasingly
dominating everyday life and art here, as well as an awareness of the
interconnectedness of the world.
The participants were invited to watch the two opening performances Banataba by
Congolese choreographer and storyteller Faustin Linyekula and No President by Nature
Theater of Oklahoma (New York). Banataba, presented at the highly symbolic Haus der
Kunst, interrogates cultural appropriation, the relationship between local art history
and collective identity, western understanding of arts and its objects, archives and
cultural meanings. No President questioned whiteness and western neoliberal values
of a society that shamelessly celebrates its assumed superiority.
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2. The “Update” Session

Back in March 2019, out of the discussions that were held, three groups were formed
to work on 3 specific areas that seemed a priority for structuring the network up till
that point: cultural policy, communication and research. On 26th of October,
representatives of each groups presented their work and resumed their preparations
for this encounter.
Cultural Policy Group
Representatives shared the first draft of the Intersectional Diversity Act and its different
sections. It presented the structural skeleton which content is still not finalized. They
shared the ambition behind the text and its importance and clarified that it still needs
to be completed and discussed during the working sessions organised.
Representatives also shared the preliminary concept of creating a Diversity
Development Centre as a tool to implement some clauses of the IDA.
Communication group
Representatives displayed the layout proposed for the up-coming website, explained
the needed human resource to follow its update, and opened a discussion on ways of
enhancing the internal communication within the networks’ working groups after each
encounter. It also proposed deadlines for material update and the launching timeframe
for the website.
Research group
Representatives displayed the crosscutting interests between research and the
network, demonstrated examples on its contribution to the preparations for encounter
#3 and mentioned some research reflections resulting from participating in the various
encounters and engaging within member ensembles.
3. The working sessions

Encounter #3 most significant moments were the working sessions where participants
divided into 4 parallel working sessions (Cultural Policy / IDA; Cultural Policy – DDC;
Communication, Research) in order to continue developing collectively the tasks that
were set and shared by the representatives above. Discussions included clarifying some
ideas and concepts, re-defining keywords and agreeing on their use, set the next
milestones and timeframes. The Outcomes per group can be summerized as follow:
The Cultural Policy / IDA group agreed on generating three different texts:
• The Intersectional Diversity Act (IDA): developing its content collectively and
working on 4 main sections: cultural education; consultation and advice;
production; capacity building and funding.
Link to the complete act and to the documents of the four sections:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13g4kVJ_Oqyg6AAeyVPIfNy9iu3Sj7ZJw
Deadline: 15.12.2019
• A Q&A Guideline for more diversity in cultural institutions as a supporting tool they
can rely on based on IDA clauses and recommendations : a brief of 20 questions
and answers to be addressed by the network’s groups.
Kick-off: Encounter #4 (5.3.2020 – 8.3.2020)
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•

A Manifest draft. The aim of this text is to set a clearer identity of the Post-Heimat
Network. Deadline: 11.11.2019

The Cultural Policy / Diversity Development Centre group introduced the idea of
creating such a centre to provide a sort of services on subjects that institutions don’t
know about with regards to anti-racism practice. It would operate as a supporting tool
for institutions to realise how diverse they are and what they need to do to be more.
The participants agreed to consider it as an access point that would function as an
online platform whose function can focus on one particular subject at a time - like antidiscrimination - and seek intersectionality to achieve its fulfilment within the network’s
members and beyond. The DDC would provide information on discrimination on
various identities and offer an intersectional guideline. It would present simple
instruments that institutions can use to change themselves like a quick scan test. Last
but not least, it would insure on the long-term the continuation of the network, if this
latter dissolves in the future after achieving its goals.
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The Communication group
brainstormed about the
priorities
to
be
implemented in term of
visibility in the website and
discussed if the website
should be a tool for internal
communication. Based on
the update session, the
group felt the need to
rethinking of content and
menu structure. The group
went over the different
sections in the website and
discussed crucial topics
(process, language, data base, wording, colors, FAQ, domain, launching needs,
training/documentation) and agreed on some decisions with the awareness of keeping
the website simple and easy to manage. A To do’s list and deadlines were set for the
next steps to follow in developing the communication strategy till next encounter.

Details can be found through this link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VZLrN0k4VdPYEd3nHr5K5Em35NWObbUTYX
OUWy7g5AQ/edit
The Researchers’ group produced a draft
on a self-understanding blurb (mission
statement) for the upcoming network
website, which will also help to organise
its own mission within the network. The
statement is to be shared with the
broader group of researchers, who were
not present at the encounter, inviting all
to contribute, add, change, make
suggestions to it, until 1st December. This
statement will be expanded and updated
after the website goes live in Feb 2020
and until over the next encounters and
will feed into our discussions around the
eventual network publication, which we
will be talking about in the coming
months and years, and which will include
not just the researcher’s perspectives,
but also manifestos from the other
groups, the policy proposals, etc.

For the statement and next steps and work tasks, please check this link:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18kLLveKuqSvtMAFk9aDhdgM269HuocYe4eLB
17cQS_0/edit
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4. Panel: On Representation in Theatre and Cinema

On the 26th of October in the afternoon, a panel on representation in theatre and
cinema moderated by Jonas Tinius took place. It gathered 5 arts professionals:
Christopher-Fares Köhler (Maxim Gorki Theater), Katalina Götz (Hajusom), Lara-Sophie
Milagro (Label Noir), Caroline Schlockwerder (Otto-Falckenberg Schule), Pakkiyanathan
Vijayashanthan (Experi Theater) around the following topic:
"In today’s Germany troubled context where populism and racism are on rise, the
question of representation whether on stage or on screen has become more crucial than
before. To re-think representation is to re-think power dynamics, domination
/subjugation realities, re-appropriation and domestication strategies within the
production and aesthetic work. It is to contribute in making more visible the diversity at
the core of our society and to acknowledge it. In which ways are artists challenging
notions of representation? If we dare to imagine a post-heimat world, how would
representation unfold?"

Each participant reflected on the status quo in relation to this topic and discussed the
strategies they had to develop and choices they had to make in order to acknowledge
first and then overcome the consequences of non-diversified working spheres.
Lara-Sophie Milagro focused on Label Noir’s philosophy that entailed avoiding selfexploitation, freeing themselves from cliché roles and then going back to spaces that
put them in those roles to debate them, cooperate with free groups as well as state
theatres, focus on supporting originality and develop work on approaching new topics.
Caroline Schlockwerder provided her input on state schools and state theatre structural
problems of representations with a comparative approach between The Netherlands
and her experience at the Otto-Falckenberg-Schule in Munich. Christopher-Fares
Köhler went over Gorki’s Theatre approaches to overcome representations that are
related to its location and its audience and teams. Katalina Götz shared Hajusom’s
vision and working methods that focuses on gathering young performers and children
and rethink the understanding of integration that leads to representation as a bilateral
and mutual process based on the principle of “each one teaches one”. Pakkiyanathan
Vijayashanthan (Experi Theatre) ended with his personal view as an artist on how to
establish connections to war beyond ethics categorizations. It focuses on delivering
platforms for cultural exchange using independent and unconventional improvisational
methods.
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5. Presentation of guests

Encounter #3 wanted also to give the opportunity for new members not only to get
familiar with the work of the network but also to introduce their work to the rest of the
participants or pitch the upcoming projects they are working on.
The Boat People projekt shared the premises of a new project in-the-making tackling
the topic of translation. It consists of creating with a team of Artificial Intelligence
experts, magic glasses that the audience would wear that would translate directly what
the performers would be saying. She hinted to the obstacles and various
entanglements that need to be taken into account as a result of this idea.
https://www.boatpeopleprojekt.de/boat-people-projekt/
Lola Fonsèque presented The Kammerqueers collective formed by members of the
Kammerspiele ensemble and artistic team to call for political change within the
institution of Kammerspiele with the aim for better conditions of diverse identities
within the working environment. Lola mentioned the actions that were initiated so far
that focused on developing a more inclusive understanding by inviting the queer
community to come to the theatre as well as other similar collectives based in Munich
and created an awareness team.
https://www.muenchner-kammerspiele.de/en/kammerqueers
Lara-Sophie Milagro and Dela Dabulamanzi presented the collective Label noir, a
collective of 5 people, artistic directors, producing theatre and film and the different
projects they have developed so far. They shared one of their major projects ‘homeland
better sweet homeland’ that was a work on finding home in yourself in other people,
not in superficial terms as nationality. In cooperation with institutions in Berlin, LN
joined guided tours on colonial history and performed in the urban space with political
theorists who provided a background. They also displayed extracts of a documentary
‘Gesegnete Heimat’ about 12 people from diverse backgrounds living in Germany.
https://www.labelnoir.net/
Anis Hamdoun, director, trainer and playwright from Syria shared the concept of a
radical project he is working on and struggling to get support for. The project entitled
‘The killing’ stages the trial of a secret service agent from Syria, today based in Berlin
and one of his victims. A work questioning vengeance, forgiveness, international
political entanglements in dealing with crimes against humanity as well as the agency
of the audience as individuals to decide of the destiny of an individual and ethical
implications. And Hamdoun to add: “We have 2 options : to kill him literary on stage or
set him free. The border between reality and fiction in such a work is so vague to the
point that I personal would doubt if this agent is real or not.’
Pakkiyanathan Vijayashanthan and Marie Drath present their collective Experi theatre
based in Zurich. Founded in 2013, the experimental group deals with socio-cultural
developments and related political issues in an artistic-experimental way allowing for a
transcultural collaborative space to be carved. Big productions, individual
performances, performing installations, their experimental work is diverse in content
and form. They shared their working process including writing a dairy, generating texts
from the performers, translation, using manifesto texts, involving lawyer groups etc.
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and presented their major production Transformation (2018), Refugee (2016), Fear Eat
Soul (2015).
https://www.experitheater.ch/index.php?id=6
Vicky Regbassi is an artistic comedian and a scriptwriter from Tchad. He arrived to
Berlin 6 months ago as part of a special program. He has been working on things but
not by linking to his artistic interests. He wrote a play on climate change in French being
translated now to German. This play represents his interest in climate refugees from
Europe and immigration in general and where Europe plays a role.
Nora Amin is an Egyptian writer, performer, choreographer, theatre director and
educator based in Berlin. Amin is a founding member of the Modern Dance Theatre
Company at The Cairo Opera House, director of Lamusica Independent Theatre
Group and has published on theatre and human rights. She presented the project
‘Performing trauma’ around physicality and traumatic experience that she developed
In cooperation with Freie Universität Berlin and DAAD in 2018.
Alireza Daryanavard is an Iranian actor and director based in Vienna. Alireza presented
his work-in-progress “Bloody Summer” with abstract from the rehearsals. Bloody
Summer deals with the mass executions of political prisoners in Iran in the late 1980s,
which have since been taboo. In 2008, the assumed number of 3,700 executed
prisoners of human rights organizations was first published but none of the executors
were judged till today. The piece is textually based on interviews with contemporary
witnesses who have survived the years of imprisonment and torture, their mental and
tangible memories. Premiere: 27.02.2020.
www.alireza-daryanavard.com/
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6. Feedbacks and recommendations

A round of feedbacks ended this encounter. In general, the participants were positive
about the opening up of the network to new members and groups. The guests' talks
were very enriching to the encounter. There was an overall feeling of efficiency reached
through the working sessions without the need to always recap what was already done.
This feeling was accompanied by a frustration related to the short time that could be
provided. New participants felt positive about being included in a network with similar
mind people and getting the opportunity to present their work and watch
performances.
So, a reconsideration of the structure of the encounter in relation to the specific needs
was recommended. Also, it was reminded that the better the communication between
members following the encounters is, the faster some technical tasks can be achieved,
giving more time for reflection and thinking process to unfold during the Encounters #,
where we can then focus on networking between the groups and collectives (searching
for partners and projects, presenting themselves etc.).
Other recommendations included
- speaking out the artists' voices more, maybe through a session in the next
meeting on their living experiences during the creative process. This session
could feed in creating debate between artists and administrative teams with
regards to in-practice visions on diversity.
- Consider visiting one show with the whole encounter-team as an integrated
program point (ideally with a relevant topic), and if so making sure to include a
discussion and exchange moment afterwards.
- Prioritising what do we want and need to achieve during the encounter and
making choices (e.g. formulating a manifest or setting deadlines, meeting new
members, discovering projects etc).
- Informing openly about distribution of funds and fees and resources available
for the network (e.g. for the website, where is the limit of invited participants)
7. Next meeting Encounter #4

Dates: 5.3.2020 – 8.3.2020
Location: Gorki Theatre, Berlin.
--------------------------------------------
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